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A good woman went to visit the granny of her three little girls and told them to 
be very careful to close the door tight and latch it.  Soon they heard a voice 
claiming to be their granny,  When they let her in, they recognized him as a wolf 
by his tail and his claws.  The little girls climbed a tree claiming that the ginkgo 
berries on it would help you live forever.  When the wolf couldn’t climb, they 
offered to lift him in a basket.  Once they had him to the top of the tree, they let 
him go and he died in the fall. 

Teaching Ideas 
Comparison 

Using a Venn diagram, students can prepare a chart comparing how this Little Red-Riding Hood story is the same 
as, and different from, the European version. Decide whether to read them a picture book, or show them the 
Disney version which is short and available on YouTube. 

A simple method is to ask students to first write a rather pedestrian opening sentence such as:  This is a comparison 
of the classic European Cinderella with the Lon Po Po version.  Then they choose and write about at least three ways in 
which they are similar.  Then they write about at least three ways in which they are different.  They conclude by 
stating whether they are more similar or more different.  At this point, they re-write the opening sentence to be 
more dramatic and interesting, and also write a conclusion that has pizzazz.  Voila!  It may not be amazing, but it is 
serviceable and can be used for a “decent” B mark throughout their student life. 
 

The Origin of Little Red-Riding Hood 
Little Red Riding Hood seems to have been written in the 11th century, possibly in 
Belgium.  The “modern” version was laid down by Charles Perrault in the 17th century. 
There have been arguments that it was originally Chinese, but more recent scholarship 
indicates it travelled along the Silk Route to China rather than from it. 

This could be a good story to introduce the concept of the Silk Road for trade between 
Europe, the Middle East, South East Asia, and China.  It fits well with the study of  
Explorers seeking an alternate route, and even perhaps with the Treasure Fleet launched 
by the Chinese to encourage trade by sea in the early 1400’s AD.  Adventures of the 
Treasure Fleet is a good picture book telling this amazing story, which few in the Western 
World knew was even happening in the same century as Columbus, with far more success.  
Find out why, how, where, and why it stopped. 
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Caldecott Medal 
This book won a Caldecott medal.  The Caldecott and the Newbery are the two most prestigious awards in 
children’s literature.  You could mention some other awards as well:  The Coretta Scott King, the Charlotte Zolotow, 
Parents’ Choice, and the Canadian Book Centre. 
 

Extreme Writing Topics 
There should always be three prompts for an Extreme Writing inspiration. Otherwise 

students waste time making a decision. (See my book The Power of Extreme Writing) for a 
complete description of the process – or extreme-writing.com. 

1. The children were very trusting at first.  Tell stories of times when you trusted someone 
or something and how it worked out. 

2. The children lifted the wolf.  Stories of things you have lifted and carried. 
3. Stories of any encounters with dangerous animals (dogs, crows, raccoons, coyotes, cats, 

bees) and how it turned out. 
 

Wolves 
The most northern of the European fairy tales often involved wolves as villains. 
Some of the wolf stories include: 
1.  The Boy Who Cried Wolf 
2. The Three Little Pigs 
3. The Wolf and the Seven Young Kids (fable) 
4. The Dog and the Wolf (fable) 
5. The Wolf and the Crane (fable) 
6. The Wolf and the Lamb (fable) 
 
Discuss with the students why this might happen. Many picture books also have 
wolves as characters including some protesting the innocence of the wolf.  Two of the 

most famous are The Wolf’s Story and The True Story of the Three Little Pigs.  It 
might be interesting to do a wolf picture book study. 

Kim’s Game 
In this story, observation skills are very important to the survival of the girls.  In Girl Guides and Boy Scouts and 
other youth organizations, the observation game, Kim’s Game, is very popular.  Select about 20 random objects and 
create a visual you can project.  Give students 20 seconds to observe.  Then project a visual with one object  
removed and ask them to try to remember and write down what is missing. The name is derived from a book called 

Kim, written by Rudyard Kipling in 1901, in which Kim plays this game to train to be a spy. 

Dedication 
Draw students’ attention to the dedication and suggest that they might want to consider a dedication in one of their 
publications:  To all the wolves of the world for lending their good name as a tangible symbol for our darkness. Discuss 
what it means. 

Braille 
The wolf says his claws are really an awl he has brought to make shoes for the children…which is what an awl is for.   
If you have one, bring it to class to show how sharp it is. Louis Braille’s father was a shoemaker.  When Louis was 
only three, he stabbed himself in the eye with the awl, and the infection, which spread quickly to both eyes,  made 
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him blind.  His parents sent hm to the best “school” for the blind that there was in France.  When he was 16 years 
old, he invented Braille.  There is a great story about this. Check it out on the Internet.  The irony here is that to 
make the Braille symbols Louis Braille used an awl. 


